Camden Rockport Bicycle and Pedestrian Pathways Committee
Camden Town Office, Minutes
July 11, 2012
7:15 pm

Present: Geoff Scott (minutes), Helen Shaw, Anita Brosius-Scott, Richard Stetson, Leni Gronros; Kathleen Bachus
Rockport Select Board Liaison: Ken McKinley

- Minutes – June minutes approved as written.

- Anita – reported that Camden Select Board recently drafted a position letter that there will be no Takings as it relates to the implementation of the Downtown Master Plan. **Action – Anita** will get copy of the letter.

- New Members – Sani Fogel and Lynda Clancy of Rockport have expressed interest. Sani has been approved, Lynda should be in process. **Action – Geoff** to add to mailing lists.

- Members invited to the June 17 Camden SB meeting for discussion of mission, bylaws, any ways to improve efficiency of committee.

- Transportation Enhancement Grant application for Maritime Farms Bus Station path – Geoff related highlights of the MDOT and two town walk thru: removing grass growing on sidewalk at Quarry Hill, landing at Hannaford for pedestrian crossing, drainage ditch. Discussed options and issues and came up with the following unanimous recommendation: suggest drainage pipe in lieu of drainage ditch or something similar, widening breakdown lane especially along the narrow signal area, asphalt curb, 5’ asphalt sidewalk. Hannaford owns property. Possible option would be pedestrian landing, then immediate left along front of parking area, striped to delineate ped way, then to Bangor Savings sidewalk. **Action Geoff (and Brian)** – speak with Hannaford.

  **Action:** Support letters from Vet’s and Leonard’s (Anita), Maritime Farms (Leni), Hannaford’s (Brian/Geoff), Country Inn and Cedar Crest, and Blue Sky (Leni), Banks (Geoff and Brian), Anita (Quarry Hill)

  **Geoff Action** – find out whom to address letters of support

- Harborwalk – issue Town is addressing is parking. Where Mechanic St turns to Beauchamp will be restricted parking for locals only. **Ken – Action** scan map of Harborwalk route and send to Geoff. **Action – Geoff** to forward map to everyone.

- Sidewalk in front of Union Hall – Leucadia is rebuilding.

- Reminder – **Anita – Action** Camden Wastewater Treatment easement – what’s the first step. Also see if Anita can locate the Camden SB minutes or the letter related to Takings.

8:40 adjourned
Next meeting 8/1